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Beyond-Bedding Releases Pink and Purple Butterfly Crib Bedding Collection

The Pink and Purple Butterfly Collection 9 Piece Baby Bedding Crib Set is Now Available at
Beyond-Bedding.com!

Sept. 17, 2009 - PRLog -- Introducing the stylish Pink and Purple Butterfly Collection set by JoJo Designs.
This classic butterfly theme will create a fresh look for your little girls room all year round. This set uses
the trendy color combination of pink, purple, sage green, and yellow and is made using 100% cotton
fabrics. There are detailed embroidery works and appliqués of butterflies and flowers to give this set a
timeless designer look that is perfect for any girl’s room. This adorable bedding set is made by JoJo
Designs and retails for over $300.00 in boutiques.

Fits all standard size cribs and toddler beds
Machine Washable 
Non Allergenic

Set Includes:

Crib Quilt
The quilt is constructed in a flowering quilted design combining assorted butterfly and flower appliqués. It
is finished with a coordinating pink, purple, green, and yellow color block border .

Bumper
The crib bumper uses a patchwork style that combines these beautiful pastel colors, and is also adorned
with detailed butterfly and flower appliqués. It is set off nicely with thick purple ties.

Fitted Crib Sheet
The crib sheet is made with the coordinating 100% pink cotton fabric and is machine washable.

2 Window Valances
This JoJo Design sets comes with (2) window valances. These tab top valances are made with the pink
fabric and feature a bottom row of coordinating color blocks.

Crib skirt
The gathered pink crib skirt with detail purple border, gives the fully dressed crib a finished look.

Diaper Stacker
The diaper stacker uses the coordinating fabrics and appliqués so you can hang it on the crib or a hook to
complete the look of your nursery.

Toy Bag
The Oh So Cute toy bag is a definite bonus. The toy bag has 4 pockets. It is great for holding toys, bottles,
stuffed animals, etc. It can be easily hung by its own sets of ties.

Decorative Pillow
This adorable decorative pillow with large butterfly appliqué can be used anywhere in the room. What a
charming finish to this incredible set!
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Pink and Purple Butterfly Collection Baby Bedding 9pc Crib Set
Original Price: $399.99
YOUR PRICE: $149.99
Item # Butterfly-PK-LAV-9

View product page!
http://www.beyond-bedding.com/pink-purple-girl-butterfly-...

# # #

Beyond-Bedding offers luxury designer bedding at affordable prices. Unique and made with high-quality
material. We offer baby, toddler, teen, children's and adult bedding collections. Guaranteed superior service
and customer satisfaction!

--- End ---

Source Beyond-Bedding
State/Province Florida
Zip 33325
Country United States
Industry Childrens bedding, Baby bedding
Tags Butterfly Baby Bedding, Butterfly Crib Sets, Beyond-bedding Baby Bedding, Crib Sets, Baby Girl

Bedding
Link https://prlog.org/10345922
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